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A. panel a r CDyrhopoeic ConFeRence 7\\7\ BeRkeley, CaliFoRnia, July 31, 1988
(jRsula K . Le Quin, T o dd BaRCon, COaRpaRec Cbodos-lRvine, QeoRye HeRsh, panelisrs.
L e G uin: This isn't really so much a panel as, probably, a
question and answer session, the w ay we figured, because
w e really didn't know w hat you wanted to hear about, but
we figured you knew w hat you wanted to hear about. So
if you will just ask us — I'm the writer, and this is George,
the geomancer, and that is M argaret, the artist, and that is
Todd, the composer. W e are all here either to tell you truly
or somewhat fictionally about how we did it.
Q u estiotu Y m wondering if you had planned from the very
beginning to integrate the music and dance, and so on,
w ith the text.
L e G u in :N o . It was after I'd worked on it for quite a while,
and had written a good deal of the poetry, particularly, or
descriptions of the dances. I kept thinking, " I wish I could
hear the music. But I don't have the music; I just have the
w ords." Todd w as doing the music for a little radio play
that I wrote for KSOR in Ashland. That's how we first met.
And I liked his music — incidental music for a little radio
play. So I sort of pulled my courage together, knowing that
Todd is the music director of the Ashland Shakespeare
com pany, and has m any m any styles under his belt:
"W ould you like to write the music for a non-existent
people?" [Laughter] There was a little pause —
B a r to n : About a millisecond. [Laughter]
L e G uin: — he processed it, and then he said "Yes." And
so then we went on —
B a r to n : And that turned into about a year and a half —
L e G uin: Yes. You got yourself into deep water right away.
B a rto n :B u t from that also came the fact that the poems she
first gave me were in English, and I said, "But d on't they
speak something different?" And then —
L e G uin: There was a long pause. [Laughter]
B a r to n : And the ricochet is still being heard. And hence
the language had to be made up. And I'll never live this
one down. So that was another six months, at least.
L e G uin: Just about.
Q u estion : Are you going to do more tapes of the music?
B a r to n : More tapes of the Kesh? It's something that's
definitely been in the back of our minds. That's a possibility.
Let's see what happens. Instruments are being built, as you
know: we have the houmbuta that's sitting here as an orna
ment today. It's the Great Horn of the Kesh culture. It was
finished Monday. I picked it up Monday in Ashland, Oregon,
and put it in the car with all the kids and came down.

Q u estion :!^ the car? It's so large.
B a r to n : The fellow that made this is also w orking on the
bone reed flute that you see pictures o f in the back of the
book [Harper ed. p. 445, Bantam ed. p. 475]. And Leigh
A nn H ussey and h er h usban d are w orking on the
towandou, the hammered dulcimer. So there's some inters
est. It would be wonderful, in a few years, when all these
instruments have finally been created, to have Kesh music
and poetry in the sequel, on the real instruments, instead
of made-up ones that I had to create.
Q u estion : If this was made on Monday, how did you
record the music on the tape that I got a year and a half
ago? [Laughter]
L e G uin: Here comes the fictional part.
B a rto n : To do the music, I w ent on sort of archaeological
digs in my mind. First I tried to create the musical theory,
and found that was eventually a sort of a barrier, a dead
end for the moment. And then I realized I needed to find
what instruments these people played, and sort of derive
the theory and style of performance from the instruments.
So I w ent trying to find instruments, and would take these
instruments, very poorly sketched out, and profusely
described, since I'm not an artist, to Ursula, and she would
tell me whether they were pre-Kesh or post-Kesh or indeed
Kesh. After I got those worked out and actually designed
them, since I had built instruments b efore— and they had
to be acoustical instruments — I designed them and then
Peggy would draw them for me. That was wonderful,
because they were just in m y head. Given the time frame
we had, we couldn't create all these instruments, so all the
instruments were created o n a single synthesizer. Theonly
acoustical instrument you hear is the hammered dulcimer,
which is an Appalachian American style trapezoidal ham
mered dulcimer. All the other sounds are synthesized, but
I took a very long tim e to try to make them sound acous
tical. And indeed, this comes out sounding close to the
sound on the tape.
L e G uin: The houmbuta is simply in a picture on page 474
of the little book [Bantam ed., H arper ed. p. 444], It looks
exactly like this instrument, which only now exists! The
picture was drawn long before.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: It's pretty amazing for me. [Laughter] I'm
glad that the drawing looks the same as the instrument.
L e Gwt«: Peggy is a person who prefers to draw from life,
and this w as so m eth in g o f a p ro b lem som etim es.
[Laughter] I would say, "Peggy, you can't!"
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B arton : The last anecdote on the houmbuta is that when it
was created there was an added bonus for me on Monday.
Usually an alphom, which this is sort of a precursor or
predecessor of, or the long Tibetan horns, those horns when
you play them, the first few notes you would get would be
like [Sings]. It'd be an octave, a fifth, a fourth. This, the first
four partials are all fourths, which is a very good Kesh thing
to be. It's unique, as far as acoustics — I've never heard of
an open-end pipe that overblows in fourths.
L e G ain : It's a four-house instrument.
Q u estion :!s that part of its design?
B a rto n : It has to be part of its design, but I didn't know
that was going to happen. It's probably because of the long
narrow — it's conical, but i f s so long and narrow up here.
Q u estion : W hat kind of bore does it have?
B a r t o n :lfs a gently flaring conical bore. It starts out about
three-eights of an inch, and comes out down here at about
three inches. It's nine feet long, so that7s a very slow taper.
Most other instruments, even a French horn, would have
a slightly —
Q u estion :H ow did you actually manage in terms of build
ing it?
B a rto n : The fellow who made it is Stephen Bacon, and
there's some cards. He makes recorders and shakuhachis
and things. If anyone's interested, by the way, definitely
come get these [brochures] up here. This one was actually
cut in — he found a piece of madrone which looked exactly
like the picture, and it was seasoned, it was just laying out
in the woods in southern Oregon. [Laughter] Because it
was seasoned, he w asn't able to slat it, as is called for in
the book, to make it into nine slats out of the same piece of
wood. Sort of like you'd take an apple core, there'd be
something similar to that. Just a spoke shape, and split it
into nine slats. But you need to cut it green, and do it at
that time and then let it season. Anyway, so he takes this,
cuts it in half and bores it out by hand, with gouges, then
puts it back together and seals it with beeswax and pitch
and walnut oil and seedwax, and then wraps it with hemp.
Q u estion :Y o u mentioned how Todd became involved in
the project in the first place. Peggy, George, how did you
get involved in this?
C h o d o s-Irv in e: Well, I got a phone call from Todd one
night, and he told me how he'd gotten involved with
Ursula, and said that she needed someone to get illustra
tions for this book —- she was thinking how to do illustra
tions for this book also, and would it be o.k. if he sent
copies of my work. I had taken a class from him at the
University of Oregon in Renaissance music and culture
when I was a freshman, and we'd gotten to be friends. I'd
gone down to Ashland since I was seven almost every
year. So I'd started to send him one out of each edition of
prints that I was doing in school then — I was getting a
bachelor's in art. So he had this little mini-collection of
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everything I'd done. So he asked if it would be o.k. if he
xeroxed them and sent them to Ursula. And again, there
probably wasn't much of a pause; I said "Yes, sure." Then I
called my mother and told her [laughter], and a few other
people. Then I heard from Ursula. I think she sent me parts
of the manuscript, as the manuscript was at that time, for me
to read. That's when it started, and it did go on from there.
L e Guin: You w ere majoring in art and anthropology?
C h o d o s-Irv in e: Y e s, I h a v e a b a c h e lo r 's in a rt and
anthropology. I didn't know at that time that Ursula's
father was Alfred Kroeber. One of my anthropology
teachers told me that, because he was a great fan of
Ursula's, and was very excited about the whole thing.
L e Guin: You got taken on digs, didn't you, to draw
artifacts? You know how archaeologists do —
C h o d o s-Irv in e:! worked in the summer of '8 2 ,1 think, on
digs in southeastern Oregon. At that time, I decided that I
was going to start drawing things. I was actually working
as one of the field workers, digging, and sifting and sorting
things. I started to talk to the supervisor, and started to
draw some of the artifacts. There w as also a Native
American on the dig, who m ade Indian points; and I said,
"I'll pay you, make me some Indian points," because I
couldn't really handle the actual artifacts. So he made
some of those, and I was w orking on sketches, and at the
end of the year I went back, and went with a friend of mine
to the University of Oregon museum o f natural history,
and someone who was a roommate of a friend of mine said
— and I was just there — said, "O h, you're in the arts and
archaeology departments; would you like to do some
graphic work for the museum ?" And I said, "Sure! Okay",
and I started doing volunteer work for them, and started
drawing artifacts for them, and that's when I really started
doing it. That actually worked very well for me, because
when I did get the job doing the book, and I needed to get
a deer bone, for example, for the deer bone flute, I went to
the head of the collection — and they have a large natural
history collection, of birds and animals and all kinds of
things — same thing with the flicker, same thing with the
bear skull— I said, "Can we take these out for a while and
just leave them here, and come and draw them every once
in a while?" And they said, "Yes, sure." So a lot of the
things that are drawn in there, I was able to draw from
actual things, which as Ursula said, I like to do. It worked
out very well, so things kind of fell into place nicely.
L e Guin: You know, in that first batch of things that Todd
sent me, there was enough of this kind of drawing from
actual life — I thought, "H ere is somebody who can draw
something accurately," which is a lovely talent. But there
was also that picture of a lot of little fat naked women
under the Ponderosa pines, which were not drawn from
life, I don't think.
C h od os-Irv in e: N o, it w as o u t o f m y im a g in a tio n .
[Laughter]
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L e G tiin: Wow.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: I didn't get any women to model for me.
[Laughter]
L e G u iti:lt was a wonderful picture.
C h o d o s-Irv in e:T h a t was a thing called "Fat Women in the
W oods." [Laughter]
L e G uin: It's a very, very charming picture.
C h o d o s -Ir v in e:lt got me the job. [Laughter]
Q u estion : George?
H ersh: Oh, do I get to tell? I'd been corresponding with
Ursula for a long time, and one of the rules was, don't talk
about work in progress. But she made a mistake. She had
an interview w ith somebody from M other Jones, and she
talked a little bit about her new book, and one of the things
that she did was to let the interviewer see on the wall in
her workroom a map that was„up there, with overlays.
That got into M other Jones [January 1984], and I looked at
it, and I sent a letter to Ursula and I said, "Maps?" Because
I'm a map nut. And she sent a letter back which said, sort
of, "M aps ..." And then a mild paper deluge descended
on Portland from San Francisco of maps.
L e G uin: There's a H ersh box in m y attic. It's a carton like
this. [Laughter]
H ersh: When you work for the state there are the earthquake
maps, and big maps of the state that show where the
hundred-foot contour is — if you want to put a hundred feet
of water into the Central Valley where it reaches to — that
sort of thing. That was fun. And then we got onto some more
things. One of them was that the Kesh don't like to look on
things from above— they like perspective views of things in
maps. There was that perspective view of the Kesh world as
it was at the time of the story, and how to draw it so it looked
good. Eventually what we ended up doing, I did a plaster
cast of the state, of one of these plastic relief maps: turned it
upside down, filled it full of plaster, sawed off Los Angeles,
filed down Nevada [laughter], painted the rivers back in, and
filled the Central Valley up to the hundred-foot contour, and
then photographed it from a bunch of different angles with
different shadows, and turned the photographs over to Ur
sula, so that she would have a model for her map. She could
pick the one that she liked, and she picked the one that she
liked, and drew her map from it.
L e G u in :l'm trying to find it in the book — unfortunately
the maps aren't in the table of contents— to show the map
that w e're talking about. I was going mad — you know,
many medieval Japanese maps are drawn not from flat
above, not from noon, but from sort of like you were the
sun setting at about four o'clock: you're looking across the
land and you see the mountains behind it. W hat's the
page? Page 128 in the small book [Bantam ed.]; it's page
123 in the big book [Harper ed.]. That's California as seen
— this is west, west is at the bottom of the map. Why does
south always have to be at the bottom? These people don't
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go to the North Pole. [Laughter] The rivers run west; rivers
run downhill, don't they? Alm ost all women know per
fectly well that all the rivers on a map are running down
to the bottom of the map. [Laughter]
H ersh : There were some other things, and there's one story
I don't think I have dropped on anybody yet. When Ursula
and Elinor Aimer were doing the first concert over in San
Francisco, she invited me and my wife over to hear the
concert. This was the first time that we had met, other than
letters. I had at this point read Grey Bull's narrative, "The
Trouble With the Cotton People", which had been published
separately, and which Ursula had sent me. So here's Ursula
— I'd never seen her before — here's George, who has just
met her— and essentially what I told her was, "How can you
possibly have a railroad?" And she looked at me sadly and
said, "You know, I've been worried about that." The problem
was, that a railroad implies high tech and steel mills and stuff
like that: industrialization. She was thinking sort of sadly
about cutting the railroad out, and I felt horrible about having
said that. So I went back and I got the history of railroads,
and fortunately it turns out that early railroads were run on
oak rails. There was no problem at all; you could make a
wooden railroad, and the Kesh railroad is wooden.
L e Guin: It took George a lot more work than he's making
it sound like to save the railroad. [Laughter] By the way, a
little footnote to this: there will be a book coming out
sometime in the next year or year and a half or so, of
photographs of Northern California, black and white
photographs. The text will be basically quotations from
Always Coming Home. I haven't got a title for it yet. [Way of
the Water's Going, Harper & Row, 1989] Ernest W augh and
Alan Nicholson — two photographers — they sent me
pictures, and I w on't go into this, but I trust one of the
pictures in this book is going to be a picture of a railroad
in Northern California, just oak hills and stuff, and a bit of
a railroad line. And the rails look as if they were made of
wood. It's just a light effect, but we have a photograph now
to prove that George was right. [Laughter] [Page 79 of Way
o f the Water's Going]
Q u estion : So you can get there from here.
H ersh : You're already there!
L e Guin: W ith a little hopping.
Q u estion : Question about the music: w hat sort of music is
this? Did you invent something new as far as theory is
concerned? Did you try to go with a theory that fit the
culture?
B a rto n : The question was a little bit more about the musi
cal theory of the Kesh. Yes, I tried to develop a true theory
of music in the Kesh culture. If you have a fourth, like C to
F, then you add a fifth, you get a ninth. In 20th century
music, if you have a fourth and a fifth, that equals an
octave, so what I did was basically out-jog it. The heyiya-if
pattern is based on two interlocking spirals, one with a
radius of five, one with a radius of four. So I was bouncing
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off of that. I originally started, when Ursula asked me to
do it, of course I was going "oh w ow ", thinking of all my
conservatory training, and here I start going beyond
Schoenberg and all this stuff [laughter], and of course I'd
read a lot of her work, and I went, "Boy, she gets this
am azing depth and com plexity, but there is an im
mediacy." That's not the case, I would consider, with
Schoenberg or Stockhausen. There is indeed depth and
complexity, but it's also — you are confronted with it,
whereas w ith something like The Left Hand o f Darkness or
the Earthsea trilogy, it's something that is successful now,
and takes you right down. So that backed me up a bit, a big
blast of humility on the head. I started trying to figure out a
way so I could create a theory that wasn't going to be totally
obscure. The theory would then generate a music that was
accessible, but had the Kesh symbolism in it. So a lot of their
rhythms are alternating fives and fours, or fives and fives. I
bounced a lot off of the poetic structure. If you look at the
transliterated poetry, i f s alternating lines of fives and fours;
or five five four four; or you can break the nine-fold heya,
instead of just "heya heya heya, HEYa HEY", it can be "HEYa
hey HEYa heya hey." So all of a sudden you have these
wonderful multiple stresses. So that's what I've been trying
to generate in music, that ear effect.
Q u estion : It just seems to m e that all these stories prove
what I said the first day, that you should stop distinguish
ing between fantasy and reality, because fantasy is going
over very abundantly into reality faster and faster. Your
stories are just as good as any fiction.
L e G uin: W ell, a story's a story.
Q u estion : Is there any truth to the rumor that somebody
tried to claim it was real anthropology?
L e G uin: Oh, tell them, Todd.
B a rto n : I f s one of m y favorite stories. [Laughter] It took a
very long time to get this book published, because Harper
and Row didn't know what to do with the cassette. It took
us a year, discussing with lawyers, and also with produc
tion p eop le, to finally get it through. W e had this
manuscript just sitting there, waiting. Once it finally came
out, then it was time to copyright the cassette. It was going
to be out in October, and I started in March for copyright
procedures. Copyright procedures normally take two to
three months, max, so I figured I was well ahead of the
game. Come May, and no copyright; come August, I made
a phonecall, and said, "Hello? Can we get this copyrighted
now, please?" Come August, all my papers come back,
saying, "I'm sorry, you can't copyright the music. You
filled out the forms incorrectly. Here's a whole new set of
forms; please circle 6A and B." On-line 6, A and B, it says,
"You and Ms. Le Guin are just making arrangements of
traditional folk tunes." [Laughter] What we'd sent them,
of course, was not only the tape, but the two pages of liner
notes, which are half in Kesh, transliterated, and half in
English. So I wrote back and said, "H i guys, [Laughter],
I'm glad somebody there can read Kesh, because we'd love
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to use them on the next album ." [Laughter] And I tried to
explain that the Kesh were thousands of years away from
us at the moment, and that indeed this was fictional,
created.
L e Guin: They came through very quick, didn't they?
B a rto n : Yes, they did. N o response, ju st — [Laughter]
L e Guin: Somebody was blushing at the copyright office.
B a rto n : Unfortunately, the final straw was that story then
appeared in Life magazine [April 1986].
L e Guin: W e'll never get another copyright. By the way,
just out of the blue, there's two people I would like to
include in spirit on this panel. One is our editor at Harper
and Row, Buz Wyeth, who fought this book through. If
you know anything about publishers, you might imagine
the difficulty of getting a book this size, with a cassette in
a box, to talk that through the production and finance
departments of a big publisher. Even a friendly, well-dis
posed big publisher, as Harper and Row has always been
to me. Buz was a hero. And the other person was the book
designer, whose name I really did w ant on the title page:
Helene Berinsky. She took essentially w hat Peggy and I
gave her, and designed that book: the placement of the
pictures and the lines. I think it's absolutely part of the job
that we were all trying to do together. She made the object
that I had dreamed of, this beautiful book. She had nothing
to do with the cover; that's the cover department. That was
my battle, to get a decent cover on it. But the inside is all
Berinsky's work. So she's sort of one of us, too. I had much,
much, much more input, by the way, on making this book
than any author I've ever heard of. That w as another thing
that Buz got for me. I could say, "N o, you can't do that,"
or something. That's really unusual.
Q u e s tio n :^ as it you or the people at the cover department
who put the words "A N ovel" on it?
Le Guin: That was Buz. He said, "People are going to pick
this up and look at it and say, 'Isn 't she an anthropologist?',
and put it back." [Laughter] So that's sales, that's a com
mercial thing, and I couldn't change it.
Question:~What were the battles that you mentioned about
the cover?
L e G u in:They didn't want Peggy to do the cover. Peggy was
very young, and I think they felt she was untrustworthy.
C h od os-Irv in e: Marketing strategy.
L e Guin: Yes. They looked at these hundred beautiful
pictures, and how could they say, "N o, I don't think she
ought to do the cover"? But they did. That's the cover
department. Big publishers have a cover department.
C h od os-Irv in e: W hich is very separate from — Le Guin:
Totally separate from the art department, from the design
department. The cover has to do with marketing, more
than anything else. So they got this New Jersey artist, and
he sent me a sketch. All I could say is — in the foreground
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there was this contorted object, which I finally realized was
a grapevine. Napa Valley! [Laughter] But in the back
ground, there was some nice red mesas.
Q u estion : Mesas?
L e G uin: It's the W est, ain't it? [Laughter] I mean, from
N ew Jersey? I just wrote back and said, "N o way. N o, no.
W e have to do something else." "W ell, what do you want
to do?" I said, "H ow about a photograph?" "Find us a
photograph." You know some of those beautiful postcards
that are kicking around of the foggy California hills and
stuff? I sent them some. I said, "If you like any of these
artists, get in touch with them ." And they picked this guy
— this was not a postcard photograph, this was some slide
he sent — and they said, "Yes, that would make a good,
an effective cover." I think it's rather odd that you have a
photographic cover on a work of fantasy. It's unusual.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: I can say, it probably would have broken
my heart if another artist had gotten to do the cover.
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L e G uin: That's true, that's true. W e don't w ant it to be
over. W e want it to be an ongoing process.
Q u estion : So will there be more work?
B a rto n : There's more dance. W e just did a dance concert.
L e G uin: Yes. Todd couldn't get involved in that, because
of his work in Ashland, so for the dance performance in
Portland we invented the music on the spot, as it were. But
Todd and I have dreamed of certain things: of more tape,
of both of us finding time to get together. O f course then
there's a little problem of how to distribute and sell it. You
don't make a tape and then sit on it. You have to have
commercial considerations.
Q u estion : Will there be a collection of the unpublished
poetry of the Kesh?
L e G uin: There isn 't enough yet. So I don't know; I hope
so.

L e G uin: I felt bad too.

Q u estion : That together with the tape m ight be a good
package.

C h o d o s-Irv in e:Y o u never showed me that sketch, and I'm
glad. [Laughter]

L e G uin: Yes.

L e G uin: That's one reason I wanted to do a photograph. I
just couldn't see w rapping up all Peggy's work in some
other artist's drawing. Peggy and I could get back together
for Buffalo Gals and she did get the cover on that one, and
she has the cover of the English edition of this. It's the
flicker, just on red. No, the wackawack, the bozo bird.
Question: W here was the photograph taken for the cover?
W as it somewhere other than the Napa Valley? The reason
I'm asking is because of all the wild oats in the picture —
there aren't fields of wild oats like that in the valley.
L e G u in: I think it is Contra Costa County, but I'm not quite
sure. The photographer was rather reticent about it. He may
not remember; he had a lot of slides. Some of them were
Tamalpais, some of them were slopes of Mount Diablo, which
is country I don'tknow atall. But I think this was Contra Costa.
But it was just right, it was just Northern California unmis
takably, and the light is right. As for wild oats, yes, the floor of
the valley now, of course, is solid vineyards. But that7s okay for
then, for the time of the book; there might be a lot of wild oats.
Q u estion :When Thomas Mann wrote his big novel, Doktor
Faustus, in which he included music and invented an
imaginary composer, alm ost an imaginary culture, he
ended up writing a book called The M aking o f Doktor Faus
tus. W ould you consider writing a book including all your
friends, all your speculations, and calling it "The Making
of Always Coming Flame"?
L e G u in :lt would be too much like The Making o f Star Trek.
[Laughter]
Q uestion:That's because it's California.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: Plus I don't think it's over. You're adding
things —

Q u estion : [Unintelligible question, possibly about includ
ing more material on the tape.]
L e G u in:Oh, well, that would mean a new edition, probab
ly. These days a book has to be enormously successful in
the long term ever to be more than just reprinted. There
hardly are any second editions any more. They're just
reprints.
Q uestion : [Comment about distribution of tapes from
small publishers.]
L e Guin: There are quite a few small firms.
Q u estion : For what iPs worth, I grew up in the foothills of
Los Angeles, and I felt right at home in this book.
L e Guin: Yes, it's a good California thing.
Q u estion : I'm curious — besides the maps and wooden
railroads, what other sorts of consultation in this did
George do?
H ersh : IPs not consultation, but sticking m y nose in until
it was removed.[Laughter] I got in on the railroads, I got
in on the maps, and the other thing that I did w a s— I used
to be a scientific editor; my wife was much more extensive
than I was. When Grey Bull came out as a separate piece,
I went through it as though it was a manuscript submitted
for editing. I stuck it full of little yellow tags, the way some
of my things have come back from editors, and sent it back
to Ursula. She was very nice about it. [Laughter] One p iece..
Most of them were things that she'd already thought
about, that it was going to be that way. But there were a
couple — the best one, by golly, was in the big book. I was
rather proud of that. At one point she had a ceremony in
which apple branches are burned, and at another point, a
different part of the text, she had the Kesh not having any
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use for or interest in apples. That one got ironed out. I was
very happy that I'd found that.
L e Gwin/This guy is a bom edi tor, which is — some people
would take it as an insult, but I mean it as a compliment,
because a good editor is a gift of God. There were a lot of
things I used you for. George was a resource person to me,
as he knows a lot about California, and a lot about ecology
and relationships and ethology and things, and I could just
ask him questions. And I did, shamelessly. And he would
shamelessly answer them! [Laughter]
Q u estion :T h ere were two elements in that book that were
throwbacks to our time: the Condor airplane and the com
puter that the Exchange had. Could you comment on those
and why they were there?
L e Gtttu: The Condors and their war weapons were essen
tially satirical, I guess you could put it, briefly. They'd heard
about this stuff, so they think they have to do it. That7s how
you get wars. The Exchange is a very complicated thing,
which isn't really relevant to this particular panel. W hy it
is there, and what its function in the book is, and so on,
which is not entirely clear to me in a verbalizable sense.
Claude Levi-Strauss, the anthropologist, the father of struc
turalism, has a marvelous essay in one of his anthropology
texts. He gets almost into a Levi-Straussian utopia. It's
about our civilization going so far towards the information,
the computer side as to become, essentially, just that, and
thereby to regain the tranquility and centeredness of the
village or tribal cultures. I couldn't put it together, I didn't
want to go in that direction myself, but I thought I should
include Levi-Strauss's vision in my book, as an alternative.
After all, my book is a kind of alternative to the way we live,
and within that book is another alternative. It's the way the
computers have worked it out, which is taking what we do
to its complete ethereal ultimate of becoming pure informa
tion system. This is related — this will sound silly — but
this is a bit like, in early science fiction, people who've gone
all to mind, brain cases floating in liquid. We used to have
a lot of them in science fiction in the early days. In this sense,
it's called the City of Mind because that's all it is: mental.
It's the mental taken to its highest point. So it's an extremely
radical contrast to the way the Kesh live. I wanted that
contrast in there, I wanted that option. It's partly satirical,
too. About as Swiftian as I ever got. [Laughter]
Q uestion : [Question about the Kesh seasons.]
L e Guin: I'm a Californian. The four seasons of England
and the East Coast and so on, and to some extent of Oregon
are foreign to me. I was just writing the seasons I know
from childhood. And of course they're not recognized in
our language, but here was a language where they could
be recognized, as of course they were in California Indian
languages. They didn't talk about "spring" and "fall" and
"w inter" and stuff like that, because it's all different.
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me. [Laughter] O riginally I was interested, if people
wanted Kesh music; I haven't published it yet, but some
where I have the manuscripts. I would be interested in
putting together a small book of music for some nominal
fee. So get your friends to sign cards and send them to me.
If I get ten or twenty orders I'll probably do it.
L e Guin: How much of it exists? How much is written
down?
B a rto n : Just about all the music on the cassette, except for
things like the heya chant, the long singing.
L e G uin: Which w e did last night. In a way.
B a rto n : The two or three chants, the permutations, are
written down, so that piece of music is very short. But it's
very long in performance.
L e G uin: People might be interested to have just that little
seed of it.
Q u estion : It sounds as if m aking this book was a lot of
fun —
L e G uin: It was for me.
Q u estion : Is it something that all of you would like to be
involved with in some way again, should the occasion
arise? [Laughter]
L e Guin [to th e o th e r s ]:W o u ld you?
C h o d o s-Irv in e: I'd love to. I didn't know w hat I was get
ting into, because I wasn't even thinking about illustra
tions seriously, although I'd illustrated since I was really
young, on my own. I thought I was going to get my Ph.D.
in anthropology when I was 25 or something. That got left
by the wayside. But it was interesting, because when I first
talked to Ursula, she thought she wanted about thirty
illustrations. She gave me a list of about what she thought
they would be. And I kept getting these other lists, and at
some point I counted them up and I said, "Ursula, there
are about 75 here so far." And this wasn't even near the
end. Also I went down to Napa a couple of times and drew
things on the spot, and I started adding things, and picking
things out of the book that I wanted to illustrate, so in case
anybody's counted, or hasn't counted, there are over a
hundred illustrations in the book. It was interesting, be
cause it kept developing, and you get more and more
involved, and the next thing you know, it's changing your
life. [Laughter] And that continues —
■Le G uin: All this time you were going to school and work
ing.
C h o d o s-Irv in e:! was. I did take some time off from school.
I felt that I needed to, because itdid take a lot of concentration.

Q u estion :! wondered if there's any way to get Kesh music.

Q u estion :There are a few illustrations that include build
ings. There's one of the heyimas, and one of the houses in
Sinshan. Was there a specific design for those as there was
for the instruments?

B a r to n :S h e e t music? Sure. Fill out this card and send it to

C h od os-Irv in e: Yes. Ursula sent me sketches, and we
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talked about the way they were structured/ quite a bit. I
also took photographs of the landscape. I took a lot of
photographs of the landscape in the area.
L e G uin: Getting Peggy to draw the five heyimas was like
pulling hen's teeth. "But they're not there," she said.
[Laughter]
C h o d o s-Irv itie:l actually built models of these things, and
I had them sitting there. The one of the five heyimas in the
little valley was of all the illustrations the most cut up and
pasted together of any of them, because I redrew those
little things. I tried to draw them from my head, and I
didn't like it. I built the little things, and tried to get them
at the right perspective. [Harper ed. p. 174, Bantam ed. p.
184.]
L e Guin.-W e kind of got off on animals and plants, because
a lot of people who d on't know California flora needed to
see them. W e had decided not to have people, because we
didn't w ant to trap people's-im agination in any one
human type, you se e — but I realized we'd had hardly any
buildings, and that we had w hat looked like an extremely
primitive, almost Stone Age, culture here, when these
people actually have a highly refined technology. And so
another one I sort of locked Peggy into was the barn, which
my brother uses as a winery. It's the small winery at
Sinshan. I said to Peggy, "draw that— that's lovely" — it's
the frontispiece to the book. [Both eds. p. 6] It's a lovely
little winery, and the press and the barrels show the tech
nology. It's at least as advanced as ours in this respect.
Remember I had to sort of argue with you about that one?
C h o d o s -Ir v in e:! guess so.
L e G uin: And I loved it.
C hodos-Irvin e:T sat there and drew it.
L e G uin: You sat there and drew it. IMs one of my favorite
pictures in the book.
Q u estion : I w as interested in the stylized drawings, the
spiral eyes. Did you have to go against your temperament?
Did the style evolve?
C h o d o s -Ir o in e :N o t m y temperament. I had to go against
my education a little bit, because I had been educated in
anthropology, and here I was dealing with a culture that
— A fte r h a v in g b e e n tra in e d to lo o k a t it in an
anthropological way, you tend to compare, when you
study a culture. In the back of your mind you're comparing
it to other cultures that you've studied that are similar or
different. So I had to erase m y mind of that as much as I
could, because it would have been very easy for me to pull
out of the back of my mind things that I was familiar with,
that I'd seen before, and I didn't want to do that.
L e G u in :That's very interesting, Peggy. I think we all had
to do that. Todd had to shake a lot of music styles out of
his head, and I had years of battle trying to think Keshly
and not to think the way that was natural and easy for me.
It was awfully easy to slip over into Native American
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imitations, for both Peggy and me. N ot so much for Todd.
B arton.:It was there too.
L e G uin: Native American literature was an enormous —
"influence" isn't quite the right word — it was something
for me to fall back upon, to feed on w hen I wrote this book,
to get strength from. They did it their way, and that sort of
allows me to do it my way. Partly because it's an oral
literature. I would give Peggy descriptions of things, and
they would sound like something from the Southwest,
from the pueblos. Or, living in the Northwest i f s awfully
easy to drop in the Northw est culture, the styles.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: I think th a f s right.
L e G uin: W e both had to consciously fight that.
C h o d o s-Irv in e: Just one more thing. To me the hardest
part, but the m ost rewarding, was to get to the art of the
people. Because I knew I was drawing the flora and the
fauna, and the flora is all Northern Californian flora. The
fauna — there's only one invented animal, the himpt,
which was wonderfully enjoyable to invent. Then the
artifacts, which w ere all invented, but with Ursula's help
and a lot of feedback, and her ideas. But then to get to the
art of the people, which was w hat I really wanted to do
most of all, and was the hardest thing, and took me a while.
I would send Ursula sketches, and she'd send them back,
and say, "N o, not quite," so I'd send her more things, and
she'd say, "N o, they didn't do that." So I'd try and try. I
think the first time I felt like I was getting close was the two
quail, which is in the book. Then I felt like I was getting on
the right track, and she did say that was getting there. So
that was the hardest part, but the m ost rewarding.
B a rto n : I had a similar experience. A lot of the stuff I wrote
at first was pretty academic. M y background is as a
musicologist. Besides being a performer I did a master's
degree in Renaissance and medieval music, and translated
Latin treatises. So I was coming with all this similar approach,
I mean approaching this as a musicological challenge and
problem and yahoo. And taking all of that approach and
projecting it somewhere else. The first many months I would
send stuff, and finally Ursula just said, "You're thinking too
much!" And I went, "Yes, you're right, okay" It took sort of
beating my head against the wall to finally let go of it all, and
start to become part of the Kesh. In fact, it wasn't until the last
day of the recording session of the music that a similar thing
happened. We agreed we're going to do this many songs,
we're going to have some vocal ones and some instrumental
ones, and this is the cut-off point, and then a couple weeks
later I get this: "Todd, here's 'Lahela', it's a lullaby, we've got
to do it!" "Okay, fine." So I do the "Lahela" —
L e Guin: I was getting better and better at Kesh poetry. In
Kesh, you see. A t the same time.
B a rto n : So just before the recording sessions, I said, "Fine,
but this is the last one." Because I have to hire the
musicians, and we have to figure out the time, and all those
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mundane things, and the studio, and yah-de-yah. Then I
get the "W illow " song, which comes way late in the game,
I think it was a w eek or two —
L e Guitt: I think I brou ght it w ith m e to A shland.
[Laughter]
B a r to n :lt was something that close. I had it just before you
came to Ashland. I had it scheduled — we do these songs
today, and the next ones — and the last day of the record
ing week, I woke up, and the recording downbeat was 9
o'clock, and I got up, and was on the way out the door at
8, and I looked, and went, "Oh, first thing is the 'W illow'
song. Oops." I hadn't written it. [Laughter] I hadn't even
thought about it. It was just sitting there on the piano. And
so I sat down and said, "W ell, if I can do it in the next
fifteen, twenty minutes I'll do it, because I can still make
the 9 o'clock." So I sat down and just did it, and it came
out. So we went in there, and of course I had it all written
out, and there was a xerox machine, and I sneakily handed
it to m y assistant and said, "G o m ake a bunch of.copies",
so we come up and it's time for the "W illow " song, and it's
right there, and we do it, and Ursula teaches everybody
how to speak Kesh, and sing it. Afterwards, on the way
back to town, I go, "I have a confession to make. I just did
this today, but it felt really right." It was actually the first
— it came out so fast, I had to totally cross-circuit any of
my automatic responses. She mentioned too that that's the
way the poem came to her too.
L e GwiM.-By then we had gotten into thinking Kesh. It takes
a while. I was awfully hard on these people. Having been
through it myself, I knew what you had to go through to
get there. But I did have to keep saying, "No, that's not
right." A big power trip, w hich none of us was too happy
with.
B a rto n : For the "W illow " song, we used a darbagatush,
which is the hand-beater. Itf s pictured in the book, in the
very back, I believe. [Harper ed. p. 449, Bantam ed. p. 479.]
It's a bunch of eucalyptus curls, which you can —
L e G u m : You just tie them together and hit them against
your hand.
B a rto n : We had made some up in the Napa Valley when
we were going up there to do our research, and I had
brought one back to Oregon. It started out this long, and
we were doing the "W illow " song, we did about ten takes
on that. We w ere down actually to take number nine, and
as you hit the darbagatush it breaks, and things fly off, and
the little booth I was in was just littered [laughter], two
inches deep in eucalyptus bark, and it was down to here,
and I'm looking at the two singers, and I'm going, "W e
have one take left! [Laughter] Get it right, because once this
goes we can't — w e're in Oregon, there's no eucalyptus."
They did it.
L e Guin: I think that's a good last story. Thank you all.
[The Editor would like to thank the 1988 Conference Chairman,
David Bratman, for transcribing this panel discussion.]
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continued from page 37
with the cycles of the natural world; and to show that the
M atter of Britain could express a vision w hich was
theologically and linguistically subversive, and radically
humanistic.
¥
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